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4471 Die if you’re not convinced! 

The power of a two-star divine ancestor was countless times more terrifying than before. 

For a moment, everything in the surroundings trembled. The earth shattered, the space was torn, and 

even time was distorted. 

The ice Dome Saint ancestor, the blood-fiend Saint demonic Tiger, and old Hui didn’t dare to stay where 

they were. They used all their strength to escape to the entrance of the space, ready to escape at any 

time. 

It was not that they wanted to betray Chen Xiaobei, but they could not do anything even if they stayed. 

Instead of dying in vain, it was better to stay alive so that he could avenge Chen Xiaobei in the future. 

“You little brat! Obediently accept your death! This time, you will definitely not have any chance of 

survival! Definitely not!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon let out an excited roar. 

This time, not only did it not underestimate its enemy, it had also given its all, not giving Chen Xiaobei 

any chance to escape. 

At the same time, because it was certain that Chen Xiaobei would die, the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon quickly stopped the use of its special ability after the attack. 

After all, although this special ability was powerful, the amount of blood essence it consumed every 

second was an astronomical figure. 

Even the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon couldn’t sustain this ability for long. 

Even after stopping his special ability, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s face looked Haggard and 

weak, as if his body had been hollowed out. 

 BOOM! BOOM!  

The next moment, the two-star divine ancestor’s Saint Vital force landed on Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

There was no doubt that this attack not only completely overpowered Chen Xiaobei in terms of strength, 

but also in terms of speed. It did not give Chen Xiaobei any chance to Dodge. 

Before Chen Xiaobei was hit, he could not even see the movement of the Saint Qi. 

“Chi …” 

A terrifying amount of saintly vital energy swept through Chen Xiaobei’s position. 

Then, it continued to blast backward at an extremely fast speed. 
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“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the Saint origin power shattered the space wall of the independent space, 

revealing a huge black hole. 

The Saint origin power still had some energy left, and it continued to tear the black hole apart. 

All that was left was a deathly still void. 

“Hiss …” 

The ice Dome Saint ancestor, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger, and old Hui all gasped. 

A feeling of despair had already completely enveloped them. 

At this moment, they only had one thought in their minds, and that was to escape. 

There was no point in staying, they would only die in vain. 

As for Chen Xiaobei, he had already been reduced to dust. He was dead. 

“Hmph! It’s over!” 

At the same time, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon looked at Chen Xiaobei with disdain. He was 

certain that Chen Xiaobei was dead. 

“Ice Dome Holy Dao, seal!” 

But then, the dragon-like stream of saintly celestial energy swept past, and Chen Xiaobei’s voice was 

clearly heard by everyone. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The next moment, everyone saw Chen Xiaobei. 

He had not moved an inch from where he had been standing just now. In fact, he had already activated 

a special ability. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and three ice-blue talismans were activated, flying 

towards the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon. 

As the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon wasn’t on guard, he had even completely relaxed. 

Therefore, it didn’t even have time to react before it was sealed by three ice-blue talismans. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Three talismans surrounded the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, spinning rhythmically. 

The special ability of the seal directly locked down the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s physical 

strength, Saint Origin Energy, and spiritual energy, making it unable to resist. 

In an instant, victory and defeat were decided! 



“How could this be? How did this happen? How could this be?” 

The situation was instantly reversed. The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was dumbfounded as if he 

had been struck by lightning. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

Just a moment ago, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was certain that Chen Xiaobei would die. 

Now, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon had become Chen Xiaobei’s prisoner. It had lost all ability to 

defend itself and was at Chen Xiaobei’s mercy. 

Of course, apart from this result, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was even more shocked by the 

process of the confrontation. 

In the first exchange, Chen Xiaobei was sent flying back a few thousand meters, and he could feel the 

pain all over his body. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not even move a muscle. He did not even feel any pain. 

This was very strange! 

One had to know that the power unleashed by the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon in the second 

clash was at least a trillion times stronger than the first! 

However, the final result was completely inversely proportional to the power of the two confrontations. 

In fact, it was because of Chen Xiaobei’s unmoving stance during the second clash that he was able to 

catch the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon off guard. 

If Chen Xiaobei was sent flying, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon would have a chance to Dodge 

the three talismans and the situation would be completely different. 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon kept asking,’how did this happen?’ he just could not understand 

why Chen Xiaobei was stronger in their second encounter! 

 it’s the protective ability of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor Yi!!!  

At the same time, the ice Dome Saint ancestor, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, and old Hui all 

exclaimed. 

Chen Xiaobei had mentioned before that the Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs armor had the same 

protective ability as the heaven and earth membrane. 

In other words, when an enemy’s attack threatened Chen Xiaobei’s life, the ten thousand DAOs Holy 

Emperor armor would activate its protective ability to help Chen Xiaobei block the fatal attack. 

This explained the doubts in the Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s heart! 

In their first clash, the armor had only used its defensive power to block the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon’s attack. That was why Chen Xiaobei was sent flying thousands of meters away, and he could still 

feel the pain. 



However, the armor’s defense was no longer strong enough to withstand the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon’s attack. So, it activated its protection ability, allowing Chen Xiaobei to stand still and not feel 

any pain. 

In the first exchange, Chen Xiaobei had deliberately numbed the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, and 

the second exchange was Chen Xiaobei’s plan to kill it. 

As expected, the effect of this move was extremely good, and the outcome of the battle was decided in 

an instant. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei flew up to the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon. 

He said indifferently, ” it’s all thanks to Blood Fiend for helping me understand. He made me realize that 

I’m no match for you in terms of strength, speed, defense, and all other aspects!  Therefore, we can only 

use our wits!” 

“You’re cheating! I refuse to accept this!” The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon roared hysterically. 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” “If you don’t accept it, you must die!” 
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4472 The sixth sacred beast! 

If you’re not convinced, die! 

Chen Xiaobei’s words were simple and calm, but it was like a Thunderbolt that struck the purple-heart 

golden divine Dragon’s mind. 

“Hiss …” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon took a deep breath and instantly calmed down. 

Although he was not convinced that he had lost just like that, this was a life-and-death battle, not a 

sports meet. All was fair in war. The winner was King and the loser was vilified. A loss was a loss, and 

there was no room for argument. 

There were only two paths in front of the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon: surrender or die. 

“I … I’m willing to submit …” 

After a while, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon made his decision. 

This was a very realistic problem. No matter how unconvinced he was, he could only accept it. 

After all, it did not want to die yet. 

“Lotus!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei placed a Heavenly Divine Lotus seal on the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s 

divine soul, controlling it 100%. 
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“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Seeing this, the ice dome’s divine ancestor, the blood Fiend divine demonic Tiger, and old Hui flew over 

and gathered around Chen Xiaobei. 

 Childe Chen, you … How do you have the ice Dome Sage Dao talisman’s special ability?!  

The ice dome’s divine ancestor looked at Chen Xiaobei in shock. 

It was obvious that the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s ability to protect its master was the first 

step to victory. However, the only thing that could guarantee Chen Xiaobei’s victory was the ice Dome 

Sage Dao talisman’s special ability. 

“Now that things have come to this, I won’t hide it from you.” 

 ” that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei said.  in the space where you sealed Holy Emperor Mo Sha, I devoured Holy 

Emperor Mo Sha and the three Ice Dome talismans. After digesting them, I developed the corresponding 

special ability!  

 there’s … There’s such an operation!?  Ice dome’s divine ancestor was dumbfounded. 

If she had not seen it with her own eyes, she would not have believed that Chen Xiaobei could devour 

items to develop a special ability. 

“I thought you’d already guessed it!” 

 this is amazing …  the ice dome’s divine ancestor was still in shock. She looked at Chen Xiaobei with 

shock, awe, and even admiration. 

One had to know that the ice Dome Sage Dao talisman was the ice Dome divine ancestor’s strongest 

trump card. She had spent a huge amount of resources and a long time, but she had only managed to 

refine three sets of nine talismans. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei could use the same special ability. As long as he had enough mental power, he could 

release the ice Dome Holy road seal infinitely. As the level of his special ability increased, the level of the 

seal would also increase. 

This was extremely terrifying! 

Firstly, Chen Xiaobei had eaten the Holy ancestor-level mutated Holy bloodfruit. His mental power could 

be instantly restored. Below two-star holy ancestor-level, his mental power would never be exhausted, 

and he could indeed release the ice dome’s Holy road seal infinitely. 

Secondly, Chen Xiaobei’s devouring ability was the second sacred soul ability. That meant that as long as 

the sacred soul world leveled up, his devouring ability would level up as well. The abilities derived from 

the devouring ability would also level up! 

In theory, the special ability that was sealed by the ice dome’s Holy road could be upgraded infinitely in 

Chen Xiaobei’s hands! 



Combining these two points, Chen Xiaobei’s Ice Dome divine Dao seal ability was much more useful than 

the ice Dome divine ancestor’s Ice Dome divine Dao talisman. It was also easier to level up and had 

unlimited growth potential! Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

 it’s a pity that my current sacred soul world is only at the level of a one-star divine ancestor. Even with 

the enhancement of the one-word Holy extermination curse, it can only make my Esper ability invincible 

against anyone below the level of a two-star divine ancestor. If I encounter a true two-star divine 

ancestor, my Esper ability will lose its effect!  

Chen Xiaobei sighed helplessly. 

In fact, the main reason he was able to seal the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon this time was that its 

cultivation hadn’t reached the two-star divine ancestor level. It was only that its power had reached the 

pseudo realm. 

If the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s cultivation had reached the level of a two-star divine 

ancestor, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to seal it. 

All the schemes and calculations just now would have been for naught. 

 if that’s the case, master, you don’t have to go to the sixth space …  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon frowned and said,”The sacred beast guarding the sixth space has 

definitely reached the two-star divine ancestor realm! If you go, you won’t have the slightest chance of 

winning and will only pay with your life!” 

“Yeah…Yeah… Yes …” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger and old Hui both nodded. They were filled with fear from the 

bottom of their hearts towards the Saint Beast guarding the sixth space. 

“If he’s really a two-star divine ancestor, then we’ll have to plan this out …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to move forward. 

Even though he had won the first three battles, he had no chance of winning against a two-star divine 

ancestor. He would not even have the chance to outsmart her. 

He could only plan for the long term. 

“Master.” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon asked, ” “Can you continue to use your puppet fighter’s ability to 

protect its master?” 

 it’s alright, but it’ll consume a lot of energy …  Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

Although the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s protective ability was overbearing, it also consumed a 

lot of energy. 

Chen Xiaobei had used up one-third of the one-star divine ancestor’s advanced stage Holy Meridian he 

had obtained in the previous dimension. 



One had to know that if one were to activate the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s normal 

ability, the Saint vein could be activated a trillion times. 

However, it could only be used three times. 

Minus the one just now, there were only two chances left. 

In the space where the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was, Chen Xiaobei did not even have the 

chance to replenish his Saint veins. 

Therefore, the effort and gain were still proportional. 

The more powerful the ability, the more energy it consumed. 

The myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor was a peak Saint ancestor grade armor. In theory, as long as 

there was enough energy, it could even block the attacks of a peak Saint ancestor. 

However, that was only in theory. 

In fact, if he wanted to block the attack of a peak divine ancestor, he would probably have to burn an 

entire peak divine ancestor’s divine vein in an instant! 

Just thinking about it was enough to make one’s scalp go numb. It was unbelievable! 

“Why are you asking me about my ability to protect my master?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Master, if you can lend me this puppet fighter, I might be able to defeat the sixth Guardian sacred 

beast in the same way as you!” 

“After all, my bloodline ability can unleash the power of a two-star divine ancestor. As long as master’s 

puppet fighter can help me block the opponent’s attack, I’ll have a chance to succeed in my sneak 

attack!” The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon said in a deep voice. 

One had to admit that the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was very smart and was the first to think 

of a way to break out of the situation. 

“No! It’s not that simple!” 

However, at this moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger shook its head heavily.  “Don’t ever 

underestimate that woman! Her endless dark abyss ability can turn the situation around in an instant!” 
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women!?  

Chen Xiaobei was surprised and asked, ” “The sixth Guardian sacred beast is a woman?” 

“Yes, to be precise, it’s a female Phoenix! Dark Destroyer Saint nichang!” The Bloodfiend Saint demonic 

Tiger’s brows were tightly knitted together, and it looked extremely terrified. 

“Ni Huang?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up. 
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From the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s expression, it could be seen that the strength of this Dark 

Destroyer Saint nichang was absolutely a super terrifying existence. 

Not to mention that Dark Destroyer Saint nichang had already reached the two-star divine ancestor 

realm, even if her cultivation base was only at the same level as the blood Fiend Saint demonic Tiger, her 

strength could probably crush the blood Fiend Saint demonic Tiger and even the Purple Heart golden 

divine Dragon! 

At this moment, dark destruction Saint nichang not only had the advantage of her bloodline talent, but 

also her cultivation base. 

In the current situation, it could be said to be an invulnerable existence! 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to underestimate such a terrifying enemy. Otherwise, he would be doomed. 

 yes, Xue Sha is right. The bloodline ability of The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang is indeed something we 

need to pay attention to!  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was still planning to sneak attack dark destruction Saint nichang, 

but his tone was much softer now. He didn’t even dare to insist on his previous idea. 

 actually, your plan just now is quite feasible. As long as you can make Dark Destroyer Saint nichang let 

her guard down and deal her a fatal blow, you will win the battle!  

“No… It’s not that simple …” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon shook his head and sighed.”The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang’s 

special ability can be activated in an instant and send me directly into the endless dark abyss. That is a 

sealed space that is completely controlled by The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang! Once I fall into it, I 

won’t be able to come out!” 

 a sealed space that was instantly activated?!  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

If the endless dark abyss could be activated instantly, even if dark destructive Saint nichang let her guard 

down for a moment, she could still turn the situation around as long as she reacted fast enough. 

After all, her cultivation held an absolute advantage. Her reaction speed, speed, and the level of her 

special ability were also absolutely superior. 

In this situation, he could seal the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon in an instant. 

“If that’s the case, then it’s going to be troublesome …” 

 first of all, it’s very, very difficult for us to hurt her. Secondly, even if we do hurt her, we won’t be able 

to control the situation if we can’t end the battle!  This is because my heavenly Dao Divine Lotus seal can 

only control existences below the two-star divine ancestor rank!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon and the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger frowned at the same 

time. Their pitifully low confidence was completely swept away. 



“If master can’t control the dark destruction Saint nichang, then we can only kill her or make her lose 

the ability to fight. Otherwise, as long as she still has the chance to fight back, we will lose without a 

doubt!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon said in a deep voice. 

Without a doubt, dark destruction Saint nichang was too powerful. It was already extremely difficult to 

succeed once in a sneak attack according to the plan. It was absolutely impossible for him to succeed a 

second time. 

If Chen Xiaobei’s group could not succeed in one strike, they would be doomed. 

“If that’s the case, why don’t we leave the independent space first? it won’t be too late for us to come 

back when we find the trump card to deal with the dark destruction Saint nichang!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had always been the one with the highest fighting spirit. However, 

at this moment, in the face of an unsolvable dead end, it had no choice but to retreat. 

“Mm, I agree with what Yun Sha said.” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon also nodded heavily. He didn’t have any confidence in winning 

and could only choose to retreat. 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  let’s go back first, but we don’t have to!  

“Ah?” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger and the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon were both 

confused.”Retreating but not retreating? What’s the meaning of this?” 

“There’s still a Green Door in the third dimension that divine ancestor Skybreak made!” As long as I 

devour it, I should be able to derive the sky-breaking tentacle Red Special ability! At that time, I only 

need to leave a wound on dark destruction Saint nichang and she will be in a desperate situation!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was very smart. At this critical moment, he could still think of a way to 

break out of the situation. 

Of course, this method was not complete. 

This was because the array that divine ancestor Broken Sky had hidden in the Green Door wasn’t at the 

level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

In other words, even if Chen Xiaobei had the sky-breaking tentacle Red’s special ability, it might not be 

effective on The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang. 

Therefore, this method was not complete. 

In order to defeat the Dark Destroyer Saint nichang, not only did Chen Xiaobei need to develop the 

Crimson sky breaker, but he also needed to upgrade his power to two-star divine ancestor level! 

Without a doubt, this would be extremely difficult. 



However, in the current situation, if there was a way, he must first put it into practice. At least, it was 

better to find a direction to strive in than to make no progress. 

…… 

After that, everyone returned to the third space. 

Since the door to the third dimension was opened by Chen Xiaobei with the key, it was not damaged. 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as Chen Xiaobei arrived, he used the Saint Pan’s chaotic devour to devour the Green Door. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei spent some time digesting the Green Door. 

Everything was going smoothly. 

In the end, just as Chen Xiaobei had expected, he had developed the broken Sky ten feet red. 

 so, the biggest problem now is how to upgrade this special ability to the level of two star divine 

ancestor? ” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and started to think. 

Everyone around them also focused their energy to help Chen Xiaobei think of a solution. 

Only old grey was too lazy to use its brain, mainly because it was a little stupid to begin with, and even if 

it used its brain, it might not be able to think of a solution. 

So, while everyone was thinking of a way, old grey was floating in space leisurely. Her eyes were closed 

and she looked like she was going to fall asleep at any moment. 

 now that things have come to this, there’s only one way left to upgrade my Esper ability … And that’s to 

upgrade my sacred soul world to the level of a two-star divine ancestor!  

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said helplessly, ”  however, this is extremely difficult. Even if all of you 

contribute your sacred soul world for me to merge with, it’s still far from enough …  

 it’s almost impossible to upgrade it to a two-star divine ancestor-level sacred soul world …  the 

Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger sighed.  even if master fuses all the sacred soul worlds of the entire 

sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, he might not be able to upgrade it, let alone the few of us!  

 that’s right …  the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon also sighed.”Even dark Destroyer Saint nichang’s 

Saint Soul world might not be able to reach the level of a two-star divine ancestor! This is really too 

difficult …” 

“Young master Chen!” 

However, at this moment, the ice Dome divine ancestor asked, ” “You devoured Saint Emperor Mo Sha, 

right?” 

 yeah …  Chen Xiaobei was confused, ” “Why are you asking this? Could it be that this has something to 

do with breaking the situation?” 
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4474 Special space! 

“It is indeed related!” 

“After you devoured Saint Emperor Mo Sha, the special ability you gained should be his Mo Sha 

possession, right?” Ice Dome Saint ancestor asked. 

“Yes,” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

“Then, what did you derive after you devoured his Saint Soul world?” Ice dome’s divine ancestor asked. 

 No…  Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

“This is impossible!” 

“Sacred Emperor Mo Sha’s sacred soul world is of an extremely high level!” Ice dome’s sacred ancestor 

said solemnly. This was because every time he possessed a person, he would merge the other party’s 

sacred soul world into his own!” 

“Over the past trillion years, he has integrated countless sacred soul worlds. He even integrated a peak 

one-star sacred ancestor-level sacred soul world by chance! Therefore, his sacred soul world is already 

infinitely close to the level of a two-star divine ancestor!” 

“It’s impossible that there’s no reaction at all after you devoured such a huge sacred soul world, young 

master Chen! More or less, it should have given birth to something!” 

It was obvious that the ice Dome divine ancestor’s analysis made sense. 

The sacred soul great world was an independent great world. It could freely take in or release sacred 

souls. It was equivalent to an independent entity. 

Chen Xiaobei had devoured Holy Emperor Mo Sha and derived Mo Sha’s possession. He had devoured 

the ice Dome talisman and derived the ice Dome seal. 

Similarly, after Chen Xiaobei devoured Holy Emperor Mo Sha’s divine soul realm, there should be some 

special changes. 

“I really didn’t notice that …” 

 that’s because that was the first time I devoured a living person. I didn’t realize that the world of the 

divine soul is an independent entity!  I thought that the Saint Soul realm would be digested along with 

Mo Sha Saint Emperor!” 

 then you should try to sense it now and see if there are any changes? ” Ice dome’s divine ancestor 

reminded. 

 mm …  Chen Xiaobei nodded, but he could not help but frown. 
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After all, when Chen Xiaobei had devoured both the demonic Sha divine Emperor and the ice Dome 

divine Dao talisman, their levels had been too high, and it had put a lot of pressure and torture on Chen 

Xiaobei’s mind. 

If it were not for the balance between the two, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to withstand the 

pressure and his Saint Soul would have exploded. 

Based on the current situation, the level of the demonic temple’s divine soul realm was much higher. If 

it was considered as an individual being devoured, it would have crushed Chen Xiaobei’s divine soul in 

an instant. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was perfectly fine after devouring the divine soul realm. He did not even feel the 

mental pressure from the divine soul realm. 

This was without a doubt the biggest contradiction. 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “It’s too strange. I can’t sense the existence of the sacred soul world at 

all! I can’t even sense what it’s derived from.” 

In fact, from the very beginning, Chen Xiaobei had not noticed the mental pressure from the Saint Soul 

world. That was why he had overlooked it. 

However, even if devouring the saintly world did not bring him any pressure, Chen Xiaobei should have 

felt it when he was digesting it. 

However, the truth was that Chen Xiaobei did not even sense the process of his special ability digesting 

the divine soul realm. 

It was as if he had swallowed a ball of nothingness. He felt nothing when he swallowed it, and he felt 

nothing when he digested it. 

Could it be that the sacred soul world did not exist at all? 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked, ”  however, when I devoured Saint Emperor Mo Sha, he was clearly a 

perfectly fine living person. Everything was normal. It’s impossible for him to lose the Saint Soul great 

world for no reason!  

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was filled with countless questions. 

“Is there an independent space in your body?” Ice Dome divine ancestor asked. 

“Inside my body? An independent space?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

“It’s impossible!” 

 no!  the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon shook his head and said, ” even if master has an 

independent space in his body, it can’t contain a peak one-star sacred ancestor-level sacred soul world!  

“This might not be the case!” 



However, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger said in a deep voice,”as long as that independent space 

has the infinite extension of a Saint Soul, it can contain it!” It was just like master’s myriad DAOs Saint 

Emperor armor! In theory, it can accommodate an infinitely large sacred soul world!” 

 I’ve thought of it!!!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed when he heard what the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger had to say. The 

first thing that came to mind was the most special independent space in his body! 

As soon as he said that, everyone revealed curious and expectant eyes. 

Without a doubt, this might be Chen Xiaobei’s chance to turn the tables! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei released an 81-grade green-gold Divine Lotus from his Saint Soul. 

Earlier, Chen Xiaobei had devoured the Saint devouring axe. 

After digesting the true spirit of Saint Pan’s axe, the chaos mark in his body had changed. 

First of all, the five Saint lotuses that formed the chaos mark had merged into one, forming the current 

green-gold Saint Lotus. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s speculation, this was his chaos Green Lotus! 

Then, in the center of the chaos Green Lotus, a glowing tray that looked like a groove appeared. 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei placed the chaos Blood Sword on the tray. 

At this moment. 

The 81st-grade chaos Green Lotus bloomed. 

The chaos Blood Sword was floating in the center of the Lotus. 

The reason for this was that after the chaos mark and the true spirit of the axe combined, they would 

activate the creation ability of the Saint pan clan and create a new weapon for the reincarnators of the 

Pangu clan! 

Back then, Pangu’s strongest trump card had been the Pangu axe. 

This weapon could break the Jade plate of fate, break all the natural laws in the world of the great Dao 

of heaven, and even force the great Dao of heaven back, buying time for Pangu to create a new world. 

It was evident how powerful the Pangu axe was. 

Pangu couldn’t have gotten the Pangu axe out of thin air, so it must have been created by the chaos 

Green Lotus. 

Chen Xiaobei placed the chaos Blood Sword in the groove of the chaos Green Lotus. 

He had hoped that the chaos Green Lotus could create a weapon more powerful and terrifying than the 

Pangu axe with the chaos Blood Sword as its Foundation. 



However, the process of creating a new weapon required a huge amount of energy and resources. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not push for it. 

The chaos Blood Sword was still the same as before. 

“Master? Is this the independent space you were talking about?” The crowd was confused, not 

understanding what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

“Yes, I am!” 

Chen Xiaobei only smiled and said, ” “My chaos Blood Sword contains a crack in the great void that is 

almost infinitely large! It was impossible for Sacred Emperor Mo Sha’s sacred soul great world to 

disappear into thin air! If it does exist, it must be in the rift of the great void!” 
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4475 New continent discovered! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then brought everyone into the rift. 

Originally, the interior of the rift was like a dark and silent universe. One could only see planets or 

continents from a long distance. 

At this moment, what appeared in front of everyone was an extremely huge independent world. 

It was as if the entire universe had been filled up. Even the sacred ancestors could not see the edge of 

this world or even estimate its size. 

“I was right!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and smiled excitedly.   Sacred Emperor Mo Sha’s sacred soul world is 

indeed here!  

 looking at the size, it’s indeed the Saint Soul world of Saint Emperor Mo Sha!  

Ice Dome Saint ancestor nodded and then asked doubtfully, ”  I don’t understand. You were the one 

who devoured the sacred soul world. How did it end up in this space without you noticing? ” 

“This …” 

‘This might be related to the chaos Green Lotus’ Dharma! It’s possible that the chaos Green Lotus saw 

Mo Sha Saint Emperor’s Saint Soul world as a resource I wanted to use to create a new weapon, so it 

directly added it to the chaos Blood Sword …” 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei still did not know what was going on. 

However, after careful consideration, there was only one explanation. 

The chaos Green Lotus was going to use the chaos Blood Sword as a base to help Chen Xiaobei create a 

new weapon. This process would require a huge amount of resources and energy. 
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Thus, the chaos Green Lotus treated Mo Sha Sacred Emperor’s saintly soul world as a resource and 

added it to the chaos Blood Sword. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei did not notice it at all was probably because after devouring the Saint 

devouring Dao axe, Chen Xiaobei’s formless chaos devour had evolved into the Saint pan chaos devour. 

And the source of this change was the true spirit of the axe. 

The true spirit of the Saint pan axe was closely related to the chaos Green Lotus. They had the same 

origin, so when it devoured Mo Sha divine Emperor, its devouring ability and the chaos Green Lotus 

operated at the same time. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not notice it at all. 

“No matter what! If we can find this great world, we’ll have a chance to break out of this situation. 

Master, hurry up and act!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was excited again. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate. With a thought, he merged the boundless sacred soul world into the 

beixuan sacred soul world. 

As a result, the North profound sacred soul world immediately began to upgrade and was close to the 

level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

According to the ice Dome Saint ancestor, Saint Emperor Mo Sha had taken over countless Saint Soul 

worlds in the past trillion years. 

After that, Sacred Emperor Mo Sha had also obtained a peak one-star sacred ancestor-level sacred soul 

great world by chance. 

This way, Mo Sha’s own Saint Soul realm, the countless worlds he had taken over, and the one he had 

obtained by chance would all be gone. 

His level kept increasing. In fact, he was already infinitely close to the level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

It could be said that he was only one step away. 

Chen Xiaobei’s beixuan sacred soul world had merged with it, just in time to complete the last step. 

This allowed the North profound sacred soul great world to reach the level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

“That’s great!” 

Ice dome’s divine ancestor was instantly excited and cheered, ” “This way, Childe Chen can activate the 

two-star divine ancestor level ability! Find the right opportunity and use the ice dome’s saintly way seal 

to take care of the opponent!” 

“No! It’s not that simple!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei shook his head, his face still solemn. 



He said in a deep voice,’although my sacred soul world has reached the level of a two-star divine 

ancestor, my spiritual power can’t support it at all! Even if I completely overdraw my mental strength, I 

won’t be able to push my Esper ability to the level of a two star divine ancestor!” 

 this …  Ice dome’s divine ancestor was stunned. The excitement on her face was swept away, and she 

fell into anxiety again. 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon and the Bloodfiend divine demon Tiger were also frowning, at 

their wits ‘end. 

 there’s only one way for me to have enough mental energy …  

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were tightly knitted together, and he looked very serious.  “That is to find a two-

star divine ancestor level divine Meridian and let me produce a two-star divine ancestor level mutated 

divine bloodfruit! There’s no other way!” 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei could use the ‘Yuan’ of the one word Saint-killer curse to increase the upper 

limit of his mental power. 

However, the one word Holy extermination curse was only at the pinnacle of the Holy Emperor level. No 

matter how much it was enhanced, it could only allow Chen Xiaobei to use the spiritual power of a 

pinnacle Holy Emperor. Without a doubt, this was far from enough. 

When Chen Xiaobei was fighting the three holy beasts, he had used the ‘Dao’ word incantation and the 

ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor to resonate with each other. 

Without the ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei might not even be able to defeat old 

grey with the Dao word incantation. 

This was the biggest problem brought about by the lack of mental power. 

“I have no choice …” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon shook his head and sighed.  as far as I know, in the sacred 

ancestor ancient battlefield, other than some unknown secret areas, there is absolutely no way to find a 

two-star sacred ancestor level sacred Meridian!  

“Yup …” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger also said in a deep voice, ” “It’s not just the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield that doesn’t have it. Even the sixth space of the profound Sage Supreme holy ancestor ruins 

doesn’t have a two-star holy ancestor level Holy Meridian! I don’t even have the chance to steal a 

chicken!” 

Without a doubt, a holy ancestor-level Holy Meridian could already be said to be the most top-notch 

resource. 

Anyone would try to snatch it at all costs. 

Most importantly, the number of holy ancestor-level Holy meridians was extremely small. 



Back then, when the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor had created the ruins, he hadn’t reached 

the Supreme realm yet. It was already very, very difficult for him to take out seven one-star divine 

ancestor level divine meridians. 

This showed how difficult it was to obtain a two-star holy ancestor level Holy Meridian. 

Because of this, in the entire sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, all the places that had been set foot in 

could not possibly have a two-star sacred ancestor level sacred Meridian. 

Only those secret areas that no one had stepped into so far could be found. 

However, the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield had already existed for countless years. How could it be 

so easy to find a place that no one had set foot in until today? 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei’s only hope was sealed. 

He couldn’t find a two-star divine ancestor level divine Meridian, let alone produce a two-star divine 

ancestor level mutated divine bloodfruit. 

“Let’s go out first, then we can slowly think of a way …” 

Chen Xiaobei helplessly led the group out of the rift. 

“Master! Master, you’ve finally come out!” 

At this moment, old grey, who was supposed to be asleep, was shouting excitedly, as if he had 

discovered a new continent. 
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“What happened?” 

Chen Xiaobei flew toward old grey. 

Everyone followed closely behind. 

“Master! Quickly come over and take a look! What did I find?” 

Old grey was very excited and shouted loudly. He was as happy as a child who weighed a trillion pounds. 

“This … This is …” 

Chen Xiaobei and the others rushed over and saw what old grey found. They were overjoyed. 

There was a pair of light gray translucent film on the ground. 

It looked like a balloon that had exploded. 

It exploded into pieces. 

If it was an ordinary person, they would definitely treat these translucent membranes as trash and 

would not care at all. 
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However, everyone present was a person with sharp eyes. They could tell at a glance that these thin 

films were extraordinary. 

“This is the heaven Earth embryo membrane of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan! Although it’s already 

broken, it still retains the strong aura of the yuan Sage Tribe!” The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon 

said. 

“This is the embryo membrane of the heavenly Dao! It was shattered by young master Chen!” Ice 

dome’s divine ancestor naturally remembered the battle that had happened here. 

“That’s great! That’s great! This is the key to master’s breakthrough!” The Bloodfiend Saint demonic 

Tiger reveled in excitement, ” “Dumb turtle! You’ve made a great contribution this time!” 

“Ah?” 

“I only found a treasure, and you call that a great contribution?” old grey was stunned. 

“Dumbo!” 

“The innate ability of the yuan Sage Tribe is to greatly enhance one’s special ability and spiritual power,” 

the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger explained. 

“The sky burial Yuan sacred clan has the heaven Earth embryo membrane, so they can cultivate their 

own independent great world before they become sacred emperors and possess a sacred soul! He has 

given birth to the first sacred soul’s special ability!” 

 as the independent world in the embryo membrane of the heaven and earth will give birth to an ability 

mark, it will have a strengthening effect on the sacred soul Esper ability. Therefore, the sky burying Yuan 

Sage clan will set the heart Yuan Esper ability as the first sacred soul Esper ability of the yuan Sage clan!  

 this means that the shattered Heaven Earth embryo membrane on the ground must contain the heart 

Yuan mark of a Yuan Sage!  

“As long as master devours this shattered natural membrane, he will be able to give birth to the heart 

elemental special ability! In addition, master’s sacred soul world has already reached the level of a two-

star divine ancestor, so he can activate the heart Yuan special ability of a two-star divine ancestor!” 

 under such circumstances, master’s mind power will reach the peak of two-star divine ancestor. More 

importantly, it’s almost endless. As long as you don’t use any higher-grade special abilities, your mind 

power will never be exhausted!  

As soon as he said that, old Grey’s face was filled with shock. 

Although it was a little dazed, it was definitely not stupid.”I understand! As long as master has enough 

mind power, you will be able to fight with Dark Destroyer Saint nichang and even have a higher chance 

of winning!” 

“That’s right!” The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon gave an affirmative answer. 

No wonder they were so excited. This was the key to Chen Xiaobei’s plan. 

“Whoosh …” 



While everyone was discussing, Chen Xiaobei had already activated the Saint Pan’s chaotic devour and 

devoured the heavenly Dao’s embryo membrane. 

As expected, it was exactly the same as what the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had analyzed. 

There was indeed a sacred soul’s heart Yuan imprint in the shattered embryo membrane. 

As he digested the special ability, Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that he had obtained the 

corresponding special ability. 

“That’s great! This way, I will be able to fight against dark destruction Saint nichang!” 

After confirming that he had obtained the heart essence special ability, Chen Xiaobei finally smiled 

confidently. 

It could even be said that Chen Xiaobei had victory in his hands! 

With the infinite mental power of a three-star divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei could not only activate the 

ice dome’s divine path seal, but also all his special abilities, which could be activated to the level of a 

two-star divine ancestor! 

This way, even if Chen Xiaobei did not need to ambush the seal, he would still have a high chance of 

winning. 

“Go! We’ll go back now!” 

 I’ll go to the last level of the ruin after I defeat the Dark Destroyer Saint nichang! We’ll find out what 

kind of fortune I’ll get there!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

When he thought of the statue in the last level, Chen Xiaobei could not help but think of the mysterious 

figure in the arcane realm. 

If the statue and the figure were the same person … 

That meant that the opportunity in the last layer was really related to the one word Saint destroyer 

curse. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s previous guess, the one word Holy extermination curse was far more 

powerful than a peak Holy Emperor. 

Once the ultimate secret was unraveled, the level of the one word Holy extermination curse might 

skyrocket. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would have another trump card. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei led the group to the sixth dimension. 

However, just as they left, three uninvited guests appeared in the space. 



Standing on the left was an ordinary old man. He was dressed in ordinary clothes, had an ordinary 

temperament, and looked ordinary. He was the kind that couldn’t be found even if he was thrown into a 

sea of people. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei had left. 

If Chen Xiaobei had stayed, he would have immediately recognized this old man as the one who had sold 

the sky-breaking sacred wood key to him. 

The one flying on the right was a Saint Soul. It was very weak, only at the level of a five star Saint 

Emperor, but it gave off an extremely powerful aura. 

There was no mistake! 

This Saint Soul was the heavenly path that Chen Xiaobei had destroyed! 

The reason why the Heaven’s Will was still able to maintain its dominance was because he had the 

storage space of the ice Dome Saint ancestor, two sets of Ice Dome Saint Dao talismans, and a large 

amount of energy and resources. 

Of course, more importantly, Tiandao had important information that the other two didn’t know, but 

they were eager to know. 

At the same time, standing in the middle of the three people was a strange person covered in black! 

Although he was in human form, his entire body was covered in a thick black liquid, just like the oil on 

earth. 

Not only was his body completely covered, but even his eyes, ears, mouth, and nose were also tightly 

covered by the dark mucus. 

At the same time, the sticky liquid would slowly change its form. It was very strange and even a little 

disgusting. 

That’s right! 

This strange person was none other than the legendary first-ranked figure on the ancient battle 

Supreme ranking, sacred ancestor black demon! 

 Tiandao, are you sure that Chen Xiaobei has fallen into our trap? ” The old mudskipper squinted his 

eyes. His expression and tone were calm, as if he had just asked an insignificant question. 

“That’s right!” 

Tiandao said solemnly,”I deliberately left behind my own heaven and earth embryo membrane and set 

up a curse in it!” Right now, the heaven and earth fetal membrane has disappeared. It’s 100% Chen 

Xiaobei who has devoured it!” 

“Actually, there’s no need to go through so much trouble!” 

Sacred beast Black Devil’s voice was hoarse and solemn. It was filled with a heavy pressure.”With my 

strength, killing that brat is as easy as killing a chicken or a dog!” 
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senior black demon, your strength is unparalleled, but you must not underestimate Chen Xiaobei!  

Tiandao’s brows were deeply furrowed, and he appeared to be very vigilant.   Chen Xiaobei is extremely 

cunning. His own strength is not worth mentioning, but he’s very calculative and unpredictable. You’ll 

fall into his trap if you’re not careful!  

Obviously, the heavenly axiom had been tricked by Chen Xiaobei countless times and was already scared 

of him. They were extremely cautious and did not dare to underestimate Chen Xiaobei. 

“Hmph! In the face of absolute power, all schemes and tricks are meaningless!” 

However, black demon’s Saint ancestor was still as arrogant as ever, not taking Chen Xiaobei seriously at 

all. 

After all, sacred ancestor black demon had been sitting at the top of the ancient battle ranking for a long 

time. 

In the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, sacred ancestor black demon could do whatever he wanted. 

He was used to not putting anyone in his eyes. 

Naturally, black demon’s sacred ancestor would not take Chen Xiaobei seriously. 

If not for the heavenly axiom’s insistence on using its own shattered embryo membrane against Chen 

Xiaobei, sacred ancestor black demon would have already charged into the fifth dimension to kill Chen 

Xiaobei. 

 even though senior black demon has absolute power, if he can take care of Chen Xiaobei with minimal 

effort, then senior black demon won’t have to waste his energy, right? ” 

 Chen Xiaobei has already taken the bait. He can’t escape from us. We can just go and take him down. 

There’s no need for senior black demon to do anything!  

“Hmph,” he snorted. Sacred ancestor black demon only snorted in disdain. 

He was so arrogant that not only did he look down on Chen Xiaobei, but he also looked down on the 

heavenly axiom’s plans. It felt like the heavenly axiom’s plans were unnecessary. 

“Let’s go! We’ll be able to catch Chen Xiaobei soon!” 

The old mudfish, on the other hand, had a calm smile on his face and his hands behind his back, looking 

very relaxed. 

 senior xuandu, if you don’t mind me asking, how do you know Chen Xiaobei? ” 

Tiandao narrowed his eyes and looked at the old mudfish. 

Just now, Tiandao had encountered sacred ancestor black demon and the old mudfish when he had 

retreated from the ruins. 

Tiandao had almost been killed by sacred ancestor black demon. 
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At this critical moment, the heavenly Dao had thrown out the one word Holy extermination curse as 

bait, stabilizing sacred ancestor black demon and saying that it could help him obtain the one word Holy 

extermination curse. 

It was for this reason that the heavenly Dao had formed a temporary alliance with sacred ancestor black 

demon and the old mudfish. 

After a brief introduction, the old mudfish revealed its identity. 

He came from the ancestral divine region and was a member of the profound Sage Tribe. 

His Daoist name was xuandu’s divine ancestor. 

After a brief conversation, the heavenly axiom realized that the old Loach xuandu divine ancestor knew 

Chen Xiaobei too. He could even describe Chen Xiaobei’s appearance and clothes clearly. 

This greatly aroused the curiosity of the heavenly Dao. 

The heavenly axiom did not have the time to ask Chen Xiaobei about it. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had been hit, the tendo could finally relax. So, he decided to ask the xuandu 

divine ancestor how he knew Chen Xiaobei. 

 I was outside the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield waiting for the fated person of the sky-breaking 

sacred tree key. Coincidentally, Chen Xiaobei is that fated person!  

 Chen Xiaobei!  xuandu’s divine ancestor said, ” I can tell with my xuansheng tribe’s ability that Chen 

Xiaobei is the key to the sky-breaking sacred tree!  

 therefore, I deliberately sold the sky-breaking sacred wood key to him at a low price. I wanted to wait 

for him to activate the opportunity before snatching it!  

 who would have thought that after entering the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, Chen Xiaobei and I 

would be teleported to different locations? I’ve completely lost track of Chen Xiaobei!  

 however, the destiny was completely correct. Chen Xiaobei activated the destiny of the sky-breaking 

sacred tree key and found the ruin that the divine ancestor of sky-breaking had hidden for countless 

years!  

Many of the questions that Chen Xiaobei could not figure out earlier were answered. 

Why did the old mudfish sell the sky-breaking sacred wood key to the fated person at such a low price? 

It was because only the fated ones could activate the sky-breaking sacred tree key and find the ruins. 

As a member of the Holy Zhi tribe, the old mudfish had seen the opportunity between Chen Xiaobei and 

the sky-breaking holy tree key, but he had no idea how Chen Xiaobei was going to activate it. 

That was why the old mudfish had decided to act together with Chen Xiaobei. After Chen Xiaobei 

activated the opportunity, it would immediately snatch it. 



After that, the old mudfish and Chen Xiaobei were separated by the spatial turbulence. Chen Xiaobei 

used the Saint pan Jasper dew to activate the sky-breaking sacred tree key, and with the spiritual 

guidance, he found the ruins. 

“Where is the broken Sky divine ancestor now?” The heavenly Dao asked again. 

“He’s long dead!” 

“Back then, divine ancestor Broken Sky left the divine ancestor ancient battlefield and came to the 

ancestral Saint domain to find me. He wanted to join forces with me to explore these ruins!” 

 I was a little impatient at that time. After knowing that his left little finger was the key, I sneaked an 

attack on him and killed him. In the end, his body turned into a dead tree after he died!  

 I cut off his left little finger. It no longer has any spirituality, so I can’t find the location of the ruins. I can 

only spend a long time waiting for the fated person to appear!  

The moment he said that, the expression on Tiandao’s face instantly became complicated. 

That was because there was too much information in those words. 

First of all, divine ancestor Broken Sky had asked divine ancestor xuandu to join forces to explore the 

ruins. This meant that the two of them were absolutely good friends and brothers who had gone 

through life-and-death situations together! Otherwise, it would be impossible for them to share such an 

important relic! 

However, after the xuandu divine ancestor found out the truth about the key to the ruins, he had 

sneaked an attack and killed the divine ancestor Broken Sky. 

From this, it could be seen that the xuandu divine ancestor, who looked like an ordinary old man, was 

actually a ruthless, treacherous, and shameless villain. 

All of a sudden, the heavenly Dao couldn’t help but be wary of the xuandu divine ancestor, afraid that 

he would be killed by the xuandu divine ancestor’s sneak attack if he was not careful. 

At the same time, the xuandu divine ancestor’s words also confirmed that the sky-breaking sacred wood 

key was indeed a part of the sky-breaking divine ancestor’s body. It was the little finger of his left hand. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not have the Saint pan dew, which could bring life to withered plants, he would not 

have been able to find this ruin. 

“I see … Then, how did senior xuandu and senior black Devil meet?” 

Tiandao’s expression did not change as he continued to probe. 

“You talk too much nonsense!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon glared at Tiandao impatiently, his voice filled with endless contempt, as if 

he was looking at a pitiable ant. 

 it’s alright. He’s so weak. Even if I tell him everything, it won’t have any effect!  

Xuandu’s Saint ancestor was all smiles. 



He didn’t care about the heavenly Dao either, but his aura was calmer and more stable than sacred 

ancestor black demon’s, as if everything was under his control. 

At the same time, Tiandao perked up his ears, ready to hear the story between the xuandu and black 

demon forefathers. 
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It must be noted that the xuandu and black demon Sacred ancestors had come at the same time, which 

meant that they also wanted to share the final opportunity of this inheritance. 

The relationship between the two of them was undoubtedly the most important point. 

After all, the xuandu divine ancestor had admitted that he had sneaked an attack on and killed the 

divine ancestor Broken Sky. 

Under such circumstances, could sacred ancestor black demon and sacred ancestor xuandu still trust 

each other? If not, then the heavenly Dao would have the opportunity to sow discord! 

After all, the heavenly Dao was as insignificant as an ant in the eyes of the xuandu and black demon 

forefathers. 

The reason they were temporarily allied with the heavenly Law Alliance was because they had yet to 

obtain the one word Holy extermination curse. 

Once they caught Chen Xiaobei and got the one word Saint-killer curse out of him, the heavenly axiom 

would lose its value and could be killed at any time. 

Therefore, the heavenly Dao had to think of a way to protect itself in advance. 

The first step the heavenly Dao had to take was to figure out the relationship between the two of them! 

Sacred ancestor black demon clearly didn’t want to talk about it. 

Xuandu’s Saint ancestor looked indifferent and said, ” “The Black Devil is my blood brother from a 

different mother!” 

“What?” 

When Tiandao heard this, he instantly turned pale with fright. 

They were blood brothers from different mothers, which meant that there was an inseparable blood 

relationship between the xuandu and black demon Sacred ancestors! 

It was no wonder that the first thing the xuandu divine ancestor did after entering the ancient battlefield 

was to join forces with the black demon divine ancestor. 

The relationship between the two of them could definitely establish 100% trust. 
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This meant that the heavenly Dao definitely did not sow dissension in their relationship. After all, the 

bond of family ties was almost the most secure in this world. Only a fool would go back and sow 

dissension in this relationship. 

“My mother was the daughter of an elder of the Supreme Saint tribe. She had a pure bloodline and a 

noble status! As for Black Devil’s mother, she was a little monster with a very low birth and bloodline!” 

Xuandu’s divine ancestor still had that harmless smile on his face, but his words were sharp and pointed, 

hitting the black demon’s sore spot. 

This surprised Tiandao. 

He had thought that he would not be able to sow discord between the two brothers, but now it seemed 

that their relationship was not that strong. 

The xuandu divine ancestor continued,”due to his mother’s low status, black demon has been bullied 

and humiliated since he was born!” It was only after his mother passed away from old age that he came 

to the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield! Come to think of it, we brothers have not seen each other for a 

trillion years!” 

It was clear that sacred ancestor black demon’s mother’s birth and bloodline were very ordinary. She 

had no talent or opportunities. Her lifespan was insignificant compared to sacred ancestor and Sacred 

Emperor, so she had passed away long ago. 

As for Black Devil, he entered the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield alone after his mother passed 

away. It was obvious that he had enough of the bullying and humiliation from his clan. 

From this point of view, the relationship between sacred ancestor black demon and xuandu’s sacred 

ancestor wasn’t only unstable, but it might even be very bad. 

This immediately made Tiandao overjoyed, as he saw an opportunity to turn the tables. 

Tiandao had even begun to secretly plan how to sow discord between the two. 

However, sacred ancestor black demon’s next words instantly turned the heavenly Dao’s hope into 

despair, making it fall from heaven to hell. 

“It was all thanks to my brother. If it wasn’t for his constant encouragement and help, I would have left 

with my mother!” He said. 

“I still remember when I said I wanted to come to the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. My brother 

gave me all the energy, resources, and trump cards he had. He even took the risk to steal a magical 

treasure from my father!” 

 if I didn’t have these things, I wouldn’t have been able to survive so well in the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield and become the strongest person here!  

At this point, the xuandu and black demon divine ancestors looked at each other in tacit understanding. 

There were thousands of words to be said, but nothing was said. 

‘I’m finished …’ 



Tiandao instantly let out a sigh of despair. 

Just a moment ago, he thought that he had an opportunity to take advantage of, but in this second, his 

fantasy was directly shattered. 

Given the relationship between the xuandu divine ancestor and the black demon divine ancestor, the 

heavenly Dao couldn’t turn the tables by sowing discord. 

He had to think of another way! 

Thinking of this, Tiandao’s brain began to work rapidly, desperately calculating, trying to find an 

opportunity to break out of this situation. 

However, no matter how he thought about it, the heavenly Dao still had no clue. 

Finally, he thought of Chen Xiaobei! 

If that did not work, the only way to save their lives was to team up with Chen Xiaobei! 

It was obvious that the wielder of the will hated Chen Xiaobei, but in front of xuandu and black demon’s 

divine ancestors, the wielder of the will was just a pitiful ant. 

In order to save his life, the heavenly Dao had no choice but to join forces with the person he hated the 

most. 

Of course, this was just a temporary plan by the heavenly axiom. If there was a chance, the heavenly 

axiom would not join hands with Chen Xiaobei. 

The heavenly axiom would only consider joining hands with Chen Xiaobei when they were in a desperate 

situation. 

…… 

At the same time, in the sixth space of the ruins. 

Chen Xiaobei and his team were now facing the legendary sixth Guardian beast, The Dark Destroyer 

Saint nichang! 

It was a huge black Phoenix. 

It flew in the sky with a pair of huge wings and gorgeous feathers. It was like a Dark Universe that 

enveloped all living things in the world. 

A terrifying pressure enveloped everyone’s heart, making them feel like they were the smallest speck of 

dust in the endless universe, lonely, helpless, and trembling. 

People with a weaker mental state would be intimidated in an instant under this kind of pressure. 

They would either submit to the master of the pressure, or their mental state would be crushed by the 

pressure and they would die from a mental breakdown. 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was unusually strong, and the people who followed him had all 

reached the divine ancestor realm. 



Although he felt uncomfortable facing the pressure of the dark destruction Saint nichang, he was not 

intimidated by it. 

“Stupid turtle, evil blood, Purple Heart, why are the three of you working together with the Challenger?” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang was not in a hurry to attack. She flew in the sky and looked down at the 

crowd. 

There was no emotion in those dark golden Phoenix eyes. They were so calm that it was as if they were 

looking at a few ordinary little ants. 

Her tone was also very calm and cold, like a big sister who had seen through the mortal world. 

 we … We’ve been defeated by young master Chen …  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon seemed to be a little afraid and stammered, ”  young master 

Chen was kind enough not to kill us … So … We … We chose to submit and follow young master Chen!  

“Why are you so nervous?” 

“Our mission is only to guard the ruins. We didn’t say that you have to die if you lose!” Said Saint 

nichang indifferently. 

“Eh … Something’s not right …” 

Old grey swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ” “When did big sister ni Fei become so reasonable?” 

“I haven’t finished!” 

The Dark Destroyer Saint Phoenix changed the topic and said, ” “If you lose, you can leave the ruins! 

However, you chose to follow the Challenger, which means you want to challenge me! You should be 

very clear about the consequences!” 

“Hiss …” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, old Hui, and the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger all gasped at 

the same time. They were so scared that their faces changed and they shivered. 
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Chapter 4479: The situation has changed! 

4479 The situation has changed! 

The three of them knew the consequences of being regarded as a challenger by dark destruction Saint 

nichang. 

That was only one word, death! 

Dark destruction Saint nichang was not only powerful, but also cold and arrogant. She would never 

change her mind once she made up her mind. 

Even if dark destruction Saint Ni Yan and the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon were old acquaintances, 

she would definitely not show any mercy and would definitely carry out her mission. 
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This meant that either Chen Xiaobei could defeat Dark Destroyer Saint nichang, or everyone else would 

die Here. 

There was no third possibility. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was well-prepared, or he would not have dared to show up here. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei had the chance, he could end the battle in one move. 

“Who’s first? Or do you all want to attack together?” 

Dark Destroyer Saint nichang looked down at the crowd with an arrogant and overbearing expression. 

“All of you should enter the North Mystic sacred soul world for now! I’m worried that the aftermath of 

the battle will bring disaster to you!” 

Chen Xiaobei sent the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, old Hui, Blood Fiend divine demonic Tiger, and 

ice Dome divine ancestor into the beixuan divine soul realm. 

It was obvious that with their strength, not only would they not be able to help Chen Xiaobei, they might 

even be caught in the crossfire when Dark Destroyer Saint nichang used her killer move. 

Besides, Chen Xiaobei was not confident that he could win. He was being responsible for them by 

sending them to a safe place. 

“Little brat! Who gave you the courage to do that? You dare to fight me alone?” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang’s expression suddenly became a little surprised. 

In her eyes, Chen Xiaobei was the weakest of them all. How would he dare to stay behind alone? 

This was no longer seeking death, but simply digging one’s own grave! 

“I have my reasons for staying! Make your move, you’ll soon know the consequences of underestimating 

me!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone was calm, but he was actually very nervous. He was on full alert, watching every 

move of The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang. 

“Don’t worry! I won’t make the stupid mistake of underestimating my enemy!” 

Dark Destroyer Saint nichang’s tone was cold. Her Dark Phoenix eyes reflected a wise light as if she could 

see through Chen Xiaobei. 

“Then you’d better do your best!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was so strong that he did not show any of his nervousness. On the surface, 

he looked calm and composed. 

This made dark destructive Saint nichang even more vigilant. 

By right, Chen Xiaobei should have asked The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang to let her guard down so that 

she would have a better chance of winning. 



But now, Chen Xiaobei’s words and actions were the complete opposite. He had increased The Dark 

Destroyer Saint nichang’s vigilance, which had greatly reduced Chen Xiaobei’s chances of winning. 

“As you wish! I’ll do my best to let you die clearly! I’m giving you enough face!” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang was very calm and cautious. She was ready to use all her strength. 

She would never do something stupid like underestimating her enemy and failing in an easy task. 

After all, no matter how weak Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was, he had passed all the tests in the previous 

independent spaces. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the dark destruction Saint nichang flapped her huge black wings that covered the 

sky. 

In an instant, the color of the sky changed and the space trembled. Billions of dark holy light were like 

sharp swords that were unsheathed. They formed a formation and filled the sky with killing intent. Just 

the terrifying pressure alone was enough to make most people collapse mentally and lose without a 

fight! 

“I have indeed underestimated you! Based on your state of mind alone, you’ve already given birth to 

Purple Heart and the others!” 

Dark Destroyer Saint nichang’s eyes were locked on Chen Xiaobei. 

Since she had already decided to do her best, she would not slack off at this moment. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The next moment, trillions of dark holy light crushed down like a sky-shrouding sword formation. 

Even before the blade of the sword had arrived, the sword Qi alone had already cut through the entire 

space! 

The ground shattered and the laws were distorted. Even the spatial walls were cracked. 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei’s decision to let the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon and the others 

enter the beixuan divine soul realm first was a wise one. Otherwise, they would have been 

dismembered into a thousand pieces by now! 

“Little brat! It’s your honor to die under my dark Saint-slaughtering array!” 

With the formation completed, Dark Destroyer Saint nichang finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

This was because she had poured her strongest combat power into this attack. It directly exploded with 

the power of an early two star divine ancestor. 

Moreover, with the enhancement of his bloodline’s quality, his power was close to a mid-stage two-star 

divine ancestor. 



With Chen Xiaobei’s speed, he would not be able to avoid the Holy Light formation. His strength would 

not be able to resist it. His defense would not be able to resist it. 

No matter from which perspective, dark destructive Saint nichang was sure to win. 

It was because of this that she could finally relax. 

He looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was looking at a corpse. He could even imagine Chen Xiaobei being 

cut into ashes by the sword. 

At this moment, she could finally relax! 

This was exactly what Chen Xiaobei needed-the time to achieve victory! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei was doing the exact opposite on purpose to alert Dark Destroyer Saint nichang so 

that she would go all out. 

After she had given it her all, she would have assumed that Chen Xiaobei would die. 

At this time, she would be completely relaxed and completely unguarded. 

This was far better than acting weak with a pig. 

After all, a dead person was definitely less of a threat than a weak pig! He would not be guarded 

against! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

In the next moment, the Holy Emperor armor of ten thousand DAOs burned up all the remaining energy 

in Chen Xiaobei’s hand. He activated his Master Protection ability and blocked all the damage around 

him. 

“No words! Space vortex!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei activated the wordless spell and used the law of space to teleport himself to the side 

of The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang. 

“Ice Dome Sage Dao, seal!” 

Everything was going according to Chen Xiaobei’s plan without any hesitation. 

The moment he was teleported over, Chen Xiaobei activated his trump card. 

A two-star divine ancestor-level sacred soul world meant that his newly-derived heart Yuan special 

ability had also reached the level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

More importantly, the heart Yuan special ability was a Supreme Special ability of the yuan Sage Race, 

and its quality was at the level of a peak divine ancestor. 

Therefore, even if the North profound sacred soul world was only an early-stage two-star divine 

ancestor, it could still generate the mind power of a peak two-star divine ancestor with the heart Yuan 

special ability. 



At the same time, other than enhancing mental energy, the heart origin ability would also enhance the 

level of all his abilities. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei’s Ice dome’s divine path seal had reached the peak of a two-star divine 

ancestor. Anything below a three-star divine ancestor could be sealed in an instant. 

Since Dark Destroyer Saint nichang was caught off guard, the outcome was almost decided! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

However, at this moment, three figures suddenly barged into the space gate! 
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Chapter 4480: Shocking battle! 

4480 Shocking battle! 

There was no mistake! 

The three figures that had suddenly appeared were the xuandu divine ancestor, the black demon divine 

ancestor, and the heaven’s path divine soul. 

Chen Xiaobei was about to seal The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang. 

However, when he saw the figure of the wielder of the will, Chen Xiaobei’s mind whirred and he made a 

quick decision. 

“Withdraw …” 

Chen Xiaobei retracted the special ability of the ice dome’s divine path seal. He did not seal The Dark 

Destroyer Saint nichang. 

 huh?!  

By then, Dark Destroyer Saint nichang had already come to her senses and was looking at Chen Xiaobei 

in surprise. 

He asked,”you could have sealed me, why did you stop at the last moment?” What do you mean by 

that?” 

“My enemy is here! I’m not sure of their strength! I don’t want them to reap the benefits!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very calm at the moment, and he spoke his mind. 

“Enemy?” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang immediately sensed the three people who had entered the space. 

“Among these three, two of them have reached the early two star divine ancestor realm. They’re indeed 

not easy to deal with!” 

“I haven’t sealed you yet, so your mission of guarding the space hasn’t been completed! Do you mean to 

touch me?” 
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Chen Xiaobei’s brows were raised, and his dark eyes were filled with wisdom. 

“Little brat! You dare to use me?” 

Dark Destroyer Saint nichang understood what Chen Xiaobei meant. He wanted her to continue 

guarding this space. 

In this way, it could form a situation where the Sandpiper and clam fought. 

Chen Xiaobei would be able to find an opportunity to benefit from it. 

 you almost killed me just now. I used you a little, so we’re even, right? ” 

 besides, this is your mission. If you’re willing to do so, then go and fight. If you’re not, I can’t force you!  

Chen Xiaobei said. 

“You …” 

The Dark Destroyer Saint Phoenix was furious. She was obviously used by Chen Xiaobei but he still said it 

so righteously. 

However, the seven Guardian Sacred Beasts guarding these ruins all had a connection with the profound 

Sage Supreme divine ancestor through a Saint Soul contract. If they didn’t complete their mission, they 

might have to pay a heavy price. 

Because of this, even though she knew that she was being used by Chen Xiaobei, she had to accept it. 

“Hiss!” 

With a shocking Phoenix cry, the dark destruction Saint nichang flapped her wings and flew directly 

towards the three. 

 quick … Quick, look … What … What’s that!?  

Soon, Tiandao saw the huge figure of the dark destruction Saint nichang. He was stunned and his scalp 

went numb. 

“What a terrifying Saint Beast!” 

Xuandu’s divine ancestor’s pupils contracted involuntarily, and he couldn’t help swallowing.  “It might be 

the sacred beast guarding the ruins! We must not be careless!” 

“Hmph! With the same cultivation, why would I be afraid of her?” 

However, at this moment, sacred ancestor black demon’s face was full of disdain. With a thought, he 

turned into a black lightning bolt and struck toward Saint nichang. 

He could tell that sacred ancestor black demon had an extremely arrogant personality. He didn’t put 

anyone in his eyes in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. 

At this moment, from what he said, it could be seen that he had invincible power. 

This was the capital and reliance of his arrogance! 



“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, sacred ancestor black demon and dark destruction Saint nichang began to clash in 

the air. 

 the black liquid on sacred ancestor black demon’s body suddenly began to expand, transforming into a 

vast and boundless sea of darkness! 

Dark destructive Saint nichang didn’t dare to be slow. She used her unique skill again, dark destructive 

Saint slaughtering formation. 

Whoosh … Swoosh Swoosh Swoosh … 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s sea of darkness descended from the sky, turning the entire space into 

darkness. 

The Saint nichang’s Saint slaughtering formation formed billions of Dark Destroyer black swords, which 

rose against the sky and resisted the vast Black Sea. 

In an instant, the sky changed color and the laws distorted. The entire independent space was about to 

be shattered. 

Not to mention how terrifying the power was, just the shocking visual impact was enough to make 

everyone at the scene dumbfounded and their hearts beat wildly. 

Tiandao didn’t even think and turned to escape. 

In the end, xuandu’s divine ancestor released a beam of Saint origin power and enveloped the heavenly 

Dao. 

Firstly, it was to protect the heavenly Dao. Otherwise, the heavenly Dao would be instantly crushed by 

the shockwaves from the two divine ancestors ‘attacks. 

Secondly, he wanted to control the heavenly Dao. Before he got the one word Saint destroyer curse, the 

xuandu Saint ancestor wouldn’t let the heavenly Dao leave his sight. 

With the protection of xuandu’s Saint Origin Energy, Tiandao finally heaved a sigh of relief and didn’t 

have to escape anymore. 

“Whoosh …” 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to let his guard down. He retreated to the edge of the 

space, away from the center of the battle. 

However, even though he had retreated to the edge and was protected by the ten thousand Holy 

Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei could still feel the intense impact. He could feel pain all over his body, and 

he felt like his bones were about to fall apart. 

One could only imagine how terrifying the power that erupted at the center of the battle between the 

two divine ancestors was! 



Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei only felt pain all over his body and did not feel injured. Otherwise, he would 

not have dared to stay at the edge of the space for long. 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

In just a few short moments, Saint nichang and sacred ancestor black demon had already exchanged 

hundreds of blows. 

From Chen Xiaobei’s point of view, there was not much difference between the two of them, and 

neither of them had the upper hand. 

However, at this stage of the battle, both sides were still relying on their Saint Qi to fight each other, and 

they had not used their trump cards. 

It might take some time to determine the winner. 

 endless dark abyss!!!  

At this moment, dark destruction Saint nichang didn’t seem to want to continue probing and took the 

lead to use her bloodline ability. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, a huge void abyss suddenly appeared in the void. 

This abyss was incomparably dark, empty, mysterious, and bottomless. 

It was as if it could devour and seal everything. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

In the blink of an eye, sacred ancestor black demon’s Saint origin power and the vast black ocean began 

to fall uncontrollably into the abyss. 

Even sacred ancestor black demon’s body felt a powerful pull, and he was being dragged toward the 

abyss. 

 what a powerful ability!!!  

Tiandao was dumbfounded and gasped. He said impatiently, ” “Senior xuandu! Are you still not going to 

help? Hurry up, senior black Devil is about to be dragged into it!” 

 ha …  xuandu’s divine ancestor chuckled.”You know nothing about the power of the Black Devil!” 

 black demon Sacred sacrifice!!!  

Sacred ancestor black demon let out a roar and used his own bloodline ability. 

In an instant, everyone was shocked! 


